
Sweetheart 1261 

Chapter 1261: a virgin always has a deep impression of their first woman 

  

luo chenxi calmed down a little after being interrupted by brother liang and the rest. 

luo chenxin, who had been slapped several times by her, finally stopped and dared not talk nonsense 

anymore. 

she finally understood that luo chenxi was no longer the innocent, passionate, and talented young lady 

in her impression. she had become a female warrior who was willing to fight bravely for the man and 

daughter she loved! 

they would never show any mercy to those who had hurt them! 

luo chenxi took a deep breath and looked at luo chenxin coldly. ” tell me, what did you do on that night 

four years ago? ” why did i appear in my husband’s room?” 

this was something that even he tina could not explain. it was also what she and mu yichen wanted to 

find out the most. 

although on the surface, there was no need to get tangled up in these details, for some reason, she had 

a feeling that there was a secret hidden under these seemingly insignificant details … 

luo chenxin rolled her eyes upon hearing that. she was about to speak when she was interrupted by luo 

chenxi. 

“i advise you not to talk nonsense. if you tell me the truth, i might consider letting you go. otherwise …” 

hearing her cold tone, luo chenxin shivered and dared not have any other ideas. he said quickly, ” “i … i’ll 

tell you, i’ll tell you, i’ll tell you the truth. you have to let me go, we’re sisters …” 

luo chenxi glanced at her but did not comment. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

luo chenxin had no choice but to tell the truth in the face of brother liang and the others who were 

eyeing her covetously. 

” actually, four years ago, when young master mu was in paris, i had been watching him for a long time. i 

happened to know the manager of the hotel he was staying at, so i wanted to find an opportunity to do 

something with him. therefore, i gave the hotel’s front desk and security guards money in advance so 

that they wouldn’t stop me and would let me in whenever they saw me … that night, you were drugged 

and seemed to have entered the wrong hotel. the front desk thought you were me and not only let you 

in, but also let you in. he even took the initiative to bring you to young master mu’s room …” 

luo chenxi came to a sudden realization. she finally understood how she had crossed paths with mu 

yichen in the past. 



although she had always suspected that luo chenxin looked so similar to her because she had plastic 

surgery, she had seen photos of luo chenxin when she was young at the luo family’s house. before the 

plastic surgery, the two of them looked 70 to 80 percent similar. 

for some foreigners, they might not even be able to tell the difference between two eastern women 

who had no relationship with each other, let alone two sisters who looked so similar. 

“i see … so, you took me away the next day when you found out about me and mu yichen?” 

luo chenxin nodded. ” i didn’t know that my father had a daughter outside. i was shocked when i saw 

you, but i immediately realized that this was a good opportunity. ” he heard that young master mu had 

never had any scandals with a woman, and he might even be a virgin. so, he always had a deep 

impression of his first woman. besides, from the marks on the bed, it’s your first time too. that saves me 

a lot of trouble …” 

mu yichen’s face turned green once again. 

what was going on today? 

they were there to teach luo chenxin a lesson, but in the end, he was the one who suffered the most? 

no matter what he said, he would get shot … 

next, luo chenxin gave a brief account of how she had gotten rid of luo chenxi. in the end, she said, ” ” 

who knows? i just finished dealing with you and went back to young master mu’s side to take a look … ” 

Chapter 1262: this is the real hell on earth! 

  

“young master mu has actually woken up! he was so angry that his face turned pale, and he rushed to 

the front desk in a bathrobe, asking to check yesterday’s surveillance camera!” 

luo chenxin was extremely vexed when she said this. 

she had already planned to strip naked and lie next to mu yichen, pretending to be the woman who had 

spent the night with her. 

in the end, mu yichen had woken up so early that he had completely disrupted her plan! 

upon hearing this, mu yichen interjected, ” what happened after that? what benefits did you give the 

hotel? why couldn’t he san find anything?” 

luo chenxin was slightly stunned, and there was an obvious shock on her face. ” this … what benefits can 

i give the hotel? ” didn’t the surveillance system just have a power outage?” 

mu yichen’s expression darkened. ” you still dare to trick me at this point?! ” 

luo chenxin shuddered when he glanced at her coldly. she was so frightened that she shouted, ” young 

master mu, i … i’m really not fooling you! ” there really was a power outage that day! i was scared to 

death when i saw you go to the surveillance room. i thought i was done for this time! in the end … in the 

end, it was such a coincidence that the power went out …” 



“what? is it really a power outage?” 

mu yichen was dumbstruck. he could not accept the outcome. 

was it really because of an accident that he and his stupid woman had missed each other for several 

years? 

he felt that it shouldn’t be that simple. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

however, he could also see that luo chenxin was almost scared out of her wits, so she was probably 

telling the truth. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows and pondered for a while. he asked luo chenxin a few more questions, 

but he could not find any flaws in her answer. in the end, he could only accept the result. 

he waved his hand and said, ” that’s enough. take her away. mr. luo’s people have been waiting for a 

long time. ” 

the bodyguards immediately walked toward luo chenxin. 

luo chen knew that something was wrong and immediately struggled with all his might. ” let me go! let 

me go! where do you want to take me? luo chenxi, you … didn’t you say that you’ll let me off as long as i 

tell you the truth?” 

upon hearing that, luo chenxi said coldly, ” “i only said that i would consider it. when did i say that i 

would definitely let you go?” 

she wasn’t so magnanimous. those who hurt the little dumpling would die a thousand times! do you 

think you can escape by confessing a few words? 

“besides, even if i don’t hold it against you, you won’t forget what you’ve done, right? when second 

young master bai saw his sister, he was so angry that his wound split open and he was sent to the 

hospital again. he told us that we must let you have a taste of miss bai’s suffering, and we must return it 

ten times! so we can only ask mr. luo for help. fortunately, mr. luo said that he has a special nightclub 

under him that needs a ‘talent’ like you.” 

luo chenxin almost fainted on the spot when she heard that! 

those special nightclubs only took a few days to get out of … 

mu yichen pursed his lips. ” don’t worry. you’re chenxi’s sister after all. i’ll remind mr. luo to make sure 

you’re well and alive … ” 

luo chen’s heart instantly went limp. 

he could neither live nor die! 

this was the real hell on earth! 

just as she was about to be dragged out, luo chenxin suddenly remembered something and shouted 

loudly. 



“luo chenxi, luo chenxi! please save me! as long as you save me, i … i’ll tell you a big secret! only i know 

this secret. if you don’t save me, you’ll never know!” 

Chapter 1263: the matter behind this … isn’t simple! 

  

luo chenxi frowned immediately. ” luo chenxin, do you think i’ll still believe your lies at this point? ” 

what lies are you trying to make up to lie to me again? i’m sorry, i’m not interested in listening!” 

she waved her hand to signal brother liang and the others to drag luo chenxin away. 

she was already impatient to see this “sister” who had harmed her countless times! 

luo chenxin became even more anxious when she saw that she did not believe her. 

she was well aware that this was her only chance to put up a last-ditch struggle. once she was dragged 

out by the bodyguards, no one would respond to her. in fact, she would not even be able to see mu 

yichen and luo chenxi. 

at the thought of this, luo chenxin could not be bothered to keep her in suspense anymore. she said 

directly, ” “luo chenxi, you … you must believe me! i really do know a big secret. it’s … it’s about your 

birth …” 

luo chenxi was slightly stunned upon hearing his words. ” my birth? ” 

luo chenxin saw that she was interested, so she quickly continued, ” “that’s right! ‘luo chenxi, have you 

never thought about why father doesn’t like you so much and insisted on sending you to the orphanage 

even though we’re both his daughters?’ i’m telling you, the matter behind this … is not simple!” 

luo chenxin rolled her eyes and said deliberately. 

she was well aware that luo chenxi was abandoned by luo anguo when she was young and grew up in an 

orphanage. this was the biggest trauma in luo chenxi’s heart during her childhood. as long as she 

brought up this matter, there was no need to worry that she would not be interested. 

unexpectedly, luo chenxi only pouted her lips coldly upon hearing his words. 

“don’t try to act mysterious here. luo anguo doesn’t like me because my mother and he have a business 

marriage. he can’t wait for my mother and i to die so that he can bring you and hu manya home. of 

course, your ‘family of three’ wouldn’t want to see me at home!” 
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” this … this is only part of the reason, ” luo chenxin said hurriedly. 

“oh? is there any other reason?” luo chenxi raised her eyebrows. 

“that’s because …” he said. 

luo chenxin suddenly stopped mid-sentence and rolled her eyes. ” promise to let me go first! ” i’ll tell 

you when i’m sure i’m safe …” 



luo chenxi sneered,’luo chenxin, do you think i’m stupid? who knows if your so-called secret is just a lie? 

if you want to say it, then say it. if you don’t, then forget it. ” 

luo chenxin’s face stiffened. 

he did not seem to expect luo chenxi to have such a reaction. 

after hesitating for a moment, he said,”no, if you don’t let me go, i won’t tell you!” this secret is 

something you’ll never think of. you’ll regret it if you don’t listen …” 

“i’ll regret it if i let you go!” luo chenxi could not bear to listen to her anymore. she interrupted her 

coldly, ” cut the crap. i’ve had nothing to do with the luo family ever since you’ve done those heartless 

things! i don’t even care about luo anguo’s life, so why would i care why he abandoned me?” 

“but, i …” 

luo chenxin wanted to say something else, but mu yichen had already spoken impatiently, ” “liang, why 

are you still in a daze? did i ask you to come and watch a show? hurry up and drag this woman away!” 

brother liang and the others seemed to wake up from a dream. they quickly held luo chenxin and 

dragged her out again. 

because she kept struggling and shouting, he simply covered her mouth. 

“wuwu, wuwuwu!” 

luo chenxin’s face was full of unwillingness. 

Chapter 1264: she was now … a member of the mu family! 

  

if she had known this would happen, she would have told him what she knew! 

perhaps, this could pique luo chenxi’s interest and save her life temporarily. 

but now … 

she struggled with all her might, but she couldn’t say a word as she was dragged away. 

zhuo feng and the rest followed suit. 

luo chenxi watched as luo chenxin was dragged away. she did not speak, but she was frowning ever so 

slightly. 

upon seeing that, mu yichen reached out and pulled her into his arms. ” stupid woman, what are you 

thinking about? did he really think that luo chenxin knew some big secret? what secret could she know? 

it’s obvious that he’s just trying to lie to you in order to survive.” 

luo chenxi pursed her lips. ” i know that she’s probably lying to me… but her words have also reminded 

me why luo anguo is willing to abandon his own flesh and blood. why is there such a cruel father in this 

world?” 

mu yichen lowered his gaze and stared at her fair little face for a while. 



” if you’re worried, i’ll have someone keep an eye on luo chenxin. you’ll know immediately if she reveals 

any clues or if she’s suspicious. if she really knew something, she would have revealed it sooner or 

later.” 

luo chenxi nodded. 

mu yichen’s arms around her waist tightened a little. he lowered his head, and his hot breath brushed 

past the side of her ear. 
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“don’t think too much about it. you’re now my wife, mu yichen’s wife, and the young mistress of the mu 

family. you have nothing to do with the luo family anymore! how luo anguo treated you is all in the past. 

you just need to know that you’re in the mu family now. everyone likes you, loves you, and can’t leave 

you. that’s enough!” 

the man’s deep and magnetic voice rang softly in her ear. it was a little itchy. 

luo chenxi felt that the tip of her heart was slightly numb. she almost died from drunkenness when she 

heard the affectionate words that could not be considered sweet. 

that’s right, she was now … a member of the mu family! 

she had her most adorable daughter, her husband who was extremely good-looking, and … the mu 

family’s two elders doted on her like their own daughter. mu yichen’s younger brother and sister also 

treated her very well. 

in the mu family, she had truly felt the warmth of a family that she had lacked since she was young. 

to her, the things that happened in the luo family were already like things that happened in her previous 

life. 

luo chenxi stretched out her arms and wrapped them around mu yichen’s broad, muscular back. she 

leaned her face on his shoulder and answered softly, ” “mm! i got it!” 

the little woman in his arms was gentle and obedient. her face was full of dependence as she obediently 

leaned in his arms. 

her curvaceous body was pressed against his, and there was a familiar and pleasant scent on her body … 

mu yichen took a deep breath. his imagination ran wild at once. 

“stupid woman …” 

his large hand slowly moved up from luo chenxi’s waist … 

he had wanted to do this since last night, but he was kicked out. 

now, the little woman in his arms was rarely so obedient, and she looked even more delicious than usual 

… 

mu yichen’s breathing quickened. he lowered his head and left a few hickeys on luo chenxi’s neck. he 

was about to take his wife back to the hotel while she was still touched by his actions … 



all of a sudden, he was pushed away by luo chenxi with a great force. 

“stupid woman, you …” 

mu yichen was about to speak when he was interrupted by luo chenxi. 

” alright, the matter here has been resolved. let’s hurry back to T city. i really want to see tang tang. i 

can’t wait another minute! ” 

Chapter 1265: bai xinxin who was rescued 

  

“stupid woman, why are you in such a hurry? tang tang is very well at home and won’t run away. it’s 

rare for us to be in paris …” 

it was rare that he didn’t have a little troublemaker by his side and could have his wife all to himself. to 

be honest, young master mu didn’t want to go home at all. 

once he returned, he would be demoted to a second-class citizen again. 

at home, his father didn’t dote on him, and his mother didn’t love him. even his daughter, who he had 

brought up, didn’t side with him! 

it was not like here, where he would teach the family rules. if he said seven days and seven nights, he 

would do it! 

however, luo chenxi did not sense any resentment from him at all. 

ever since she found out that the little dumpling was her biological daughter, she had been in a state of 

extreme excitement. she just wanted to rush home as fast as possible, hold the little dumpling tightly in 

her arms, and hear her call her ‘mommy’! 

“what kind of father are you? you’ve been out for so long, yet you don’t think about your daughter and 

only know how to play!” luo chenxi turned her head and swept a glance at mu yichen. ” if you’re not 

willing to go back with me, you can stay in paris and have fun on your own. i’ll book the earliest flight 

myself. ” 

as she spoke, she took out her phone and prepared to book tickets. 

in the next second, the phone was confiscated by a large hand that reached out from behind. 

“mu yichen, give me back my phone!” luo chenxi stomped her feet in anger. 

“stupid woman, you want to leave your husband alone abroad? don’t even think about it!” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

mu yichen glared at her. he immediately called zhuo feng and asked him to arrange a private jet. 

…… 

luo chenxi and mu yichen finally boarded the plane two hours later. 



in fact, it did not take that long to prepare for the private jet’s take-off. however, he jinsi and bai shixun 

found out that they were preparing to return to the country immediately. the two of them immediately 

expressed that they wanted to return to the country with them. 

he jinsi was quick to leave, but bai shixun had to take care of his family, so he had to waste a lot of time. 

even though luo chenxi was eager to return home, she was too embarrassed to urge him. 

this was because the main reason why bai shixun did not care about his injuries and rushed back to his 

country was for his sister, bai xinxin. 

it was also luo chenxi’s first time seeing bai xinxin being rescued after she boarded the plane. 

compared to the glamorous, noble, and cold heiress of the past, she was like a completely different 

person. even her fans would not be able to see the shadow of the former number one supermodel in 

this haggard woman. 

although bai xinxin’s current condition was much better than they had initially expected, with no missing 

arms or legs, and not even any obvious injuries, her complexion was no different from that of a dead 

person. she was so thin that she looked like she was just skin and bones. she was in a daze, and when 

they spoke to her, she would not respond. 

ever since she was helped onto the plane by the nurse, she had been curled up in the back seat and 

looking out the window with a dazed expression. 

it was as if he didn’t know the others at all. 

no wonder bai shixun was in a hurry to bring her back to china. 

luo chenxi could not help sighing in her heart upon seeing the situation. 

although she hated bai xinxin and hoped that she would pay the price for her mistakes, this outcome 

was still a little too tragic. 

luo chenxin is really a troublemaker! 

luo chenxi was in a daze when she suddenly heard an exaggerated moan coming from the seat 

diagonally opposite her. 

” ouch, ouch, ouch, ouch, it hurts so much …! ” 

“little qianqian, my shoulder suddenly hurts. come and help me take a look. did i move too violently on 

the plane just now? my wound opened again …” 

Chapter 1266: what a childish man! 

  

bai shixun leaned against the back of the chair as if he had no bones. he panted slightly and kept calling 

out. 

he looked like he could die at any moment. 



he jinsi was originally sitting directly opposite him, but when he heard his voice, he changed his seat 

with a look of disgust. 

his acting skills were too exaggerated. she really didn’t know how secretary fang could tolerate such a 

childish man! 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in curiosity as well. she looked at fang ziqian to see how her little qianqian 

would react. 

at first, fang ziqian pretended not to hear him and continued eating the apple in her hand. 

however, bai shixun’s screams did not stop after he had finished the apple. instead, it changed into a 

different pattern, rising and falling in rhythm. 

he jinsi’s mouth twitched. ” secretary fang, um … shixun … do you want to go over and take a look? ” 

hearing third young master he’s words, fang ziqian stood up and walked to bai shixun. 

bai shixun’s eyes flashed with joy. ” little qianqian, you still care about me … oh my! ” 

before he could finish, he let out a real scream. 

he watched as fang ziqian slapped his bandaged shoulder with a lot of force. 
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bai shixun’s face was a little distorted. ” you, you, you … you’re trying to murder your husband! why did 

you hit me?” 

fang ziqian glanced at him and said in a bad mood,”i’m sorry, the noise just now was too loud and 

unpleasant. i thought that a fly had entered the plane and couldn’t help but slap it. did i accidentally 

hurt you?” 

” no… no… ” bai shixun gritted his teeth and said. 

if he kept harping on this question, wouldn’t he be admitting that he was the ” fly ” that made the 

noise? 

“pfft …” 

mu yichen could not help laughing out loud. there was a hint of pride in his eyes. 

thinking back to the time when bai shixun said that he would teach him how to train a woman … he 

really believed his nonsense! 

in comparison, his status at home was obviously much higher than bai shixun’s. 

other than being chased out of the bedroom by his wife sometimes, being despised by his daughter 

sometimes, and being given as a phone call fee by his own mother … at other times, talking at home was 

still useful! 

bai shixun looked at his smug face and felt indignant. he turned to look at fang ziqian and came up with 

another plan. 



“little qianqian, i’m hungry …” 

“if you’re hungry, eat something. do you need to tell me?” fang ziqian stared at him warily. 

” but, my shoulder is injured. i don’t have the strength to lift my arm, and i can’t even pick up the 

chopsticks … ” bai shixun was back to his dying state. 

fang ziqian gritted her teeth. ” don’t you still have your other hand? ” 

bai shixun looked at her with an accusatory expression. ” little qianqian, you’ve changed! you weren’t 

this heartless in the past! the wound on my shoulder has been delayed for a few days, and the wound is 

seriously inflamed. the doctor said that if i was sent to the hospital a day later, i would have to amputate 

it, but you don’t pity me at all!” 

fang ziqian’s heart skipped a beat as she recalled what the doctor had said the other day. 

bai shixun … was almost crippled! 

and it was to save her that his injuries were so serious. 

she immediately felt guilty and could not refuse any of bai shixun’s requests. she obediently picked up 

the bowl and chopsticks on the table and fed bai shixun personally. 

bai shixun glared back at mu yichen proudly as he ate. 

the gloating look on his face was simply unconcealable. 

it was as if he was saying,”how is it?” you’ve never been treated like this, have you? 

the smile on mu yichen’s face vanished at once. he took a glance at the petite woman by his side 

subconsciously. ” stupid woman … ” 

luo chenxi was looking at the cute little dumpling’s photo saved on her phone in a daze. she had 

goosebumps all over her body when she heard the voice. 

“why are you calling me?” 

Chapter 1267: she could even lose to mu yichen in public displays of affection? 

  

luo chenxi answered casually. her gaze was still fixed on the screen of her mobile phone without shifting 

away. 

she was still thinking that she had been too busy recently and had not personally designed new clothes 

for the little dumpling for a while. 

i’ll make her a few more when i get home … 

at this moment, she suddenly felt her chin being pinched. 

mu yichen waited by the side for a while. when he saw that she was distracted, he could not help but 

turn her little face around by force. 



“stupid woman, didn’t you hear me calling you?” 

it was only then that luo chenxi looked at him with a slight frown. ” i heard that. mu yichen, what’s the 

matter? ” 

before mu yichen could say anything, he heard bai shixun’s laughter coming from the seat diagonally 

opposite him. 

second young master bai was basking in fang ziqian’s careful care while he shot mu yichen a gloating 

smile. 

he did not expect mu yichen’s status in the family to be lower than he had imagined. 

luo chenxi did not even bother to spare him a glance, let alone being fed by her wife! 

“we’re already an old couple, and our children are all grown up. it’s normal for our attraction to drop. no 

matter how handsome your face is, i’ve been looking at it for four years and i don’t feel anything for it 

anymore. it was human nature. brother, don’t worry …” 
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bai shixun’s voice was filled with regret, but he could not suppress the smile on his face. 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips twitched. he was asking for a beating no matter how he looked at him. 

if he did not know that the injury on bai shixun’s shoulder was really serious, he would have taught him 

a lesson long ago! 

turning to look at the little woman beside him, young master mu’s heart was once again stifled. 

this was because luo chenxi had turned to look at her phone again when he was not paying attention. 

she had even taken out a touch screen pen and was drawing something on the screen. 

mu yichen’s eyes flickered when he heard bai shixun’s laughter once again. he was not angry, but he 

shot him a cold glance. 

bai shixun felt a little strange when he saw that. 

it can’t be, right? 

mu yichen was being ignored by his wife to such an extent, yet he was still so calm? 

however, the next second, he knew that he had guessed wrong. 

mu yichen stretched out his hand and picked up the bowl on the table. his long and slender fingers held 

the chopsticks in an elegant manner. he picked up a prawn and delivered it to luo chenxi’s mouth. 

“honey, you didn’t eat much today. are you hungry? eat more.” 

luo chenxi opened her mouth subconsciously and swallowed the prawn that mu yichen fed her. her eyes 

lit up at once. ” it’s delicious. ” 

after she ate a few of them in a row, she suddenly remembered something. she turned around and 

kissed mu yichen on the side of his face. 



“thank you, hubby. you’re so good to me!” 

bai shixun’s smile froze on his face. 

what was going on? 

mu yichen was completely ignored by luo chenxi earlier, yet the situation had changed drastically within 

a few minutes! he was kissed by luo chenxi on her own accord! 

in contrast, fang ziqian, who was sitting beside him, didn’t even give him a kiss. her face was full of 

disgust … 

bai shixun looked at fang ziqian and was about to say something, but fang ziqian rolled her eyes at him 

and ridiculed him first, ” “tsk, tsk, look at young master mu! and look at you! if i didn’t know better, i 

would have thought that you just came out of kindergarten!” 

bai shixun’s breath was stuck in his chest, and his face turned green. 

why did she lose to mu yichen in public display of affection? 

she had been fed so much dog food by mu yichen and luo chen 

Chapter 1268: marrying a wife like her, it’s really a blessing to my ancestors! 

  

luo chenxi secretly curled her lips when she saw bai shixun’s vexed expression. 

although she had been looking at the photos, she knew that the two men were competing in secret. 

even though she felt that mu yichen and bai shixun were childish, she could not just stand by and watch 

her husband lose. 

the moment he attacked, it was a soft fatal blow! 

mu yichen’s ancestors ‘graves were truly smoking with green smoke for marrying a wife like her! 

the plane flew at a high altitude for about ten hours before it finally landed slowly. 

due to the time difference, they landed at noon the next day. 

the smile on bai shixun’s face disappeared as soon as he got off the plane. 

he looked at bai xinxin, who was being supported by a nurse as she walked down the accommodation 

ladder, and his face revealed an obvious look of worry. 

“sigh … yichen, jingsi, i really have to thank you this time! if it wasn’t for you guys, i don’t know what 

would have happened to qianqian and me, let alone saving xinxin. i’ll remember this kindness in my 

heart. in the future, if you need the help of the bai family and me, just let me know!” 

“what are you saying? why are you treating me like an outsider?” he jinsi punched him hard on his 

uninjured shoulder. ” we’re all brothers. don’t say such things. ” 



mu yichen pouted his lips disapprovingly. ” you don’t have to thank me. i’ll thank the heavens if you 

manage your sister and your woman well. ” 
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needless to say, bai xinxin didn’t have much of a good impression of fang ziqian. 

to this day, there were still a group of fans of chen xiluo and fang ziqian’s love line on the internet. there 

were even people who fantasized about the two of them being together, and they had even written a 

novel for them … were they blind? 

it was really tiring to have a wife with infinite charm that could attract both men and women! 

luo chenxi’s expression changed ever so slightly when she heard that. she kicked mu yichen secretly. ” 

what did my little qianqian do to you? you tell me!” 

“they didn’t do anything to me, i just … well, i just wish them a smooth relationship …” 

young master mu, who had a mighty reputation outside, cowered in seconds under his wife’s abuse of 

power. 

he did not forget that he was still a criminal. his punishment of sleeping in the study room had not been 

canceled yet … he dared not provoke luo chenxi into throwing a tantrum at this moment. 

luo chenxi scoffed before she turned around to look at fang ziqian. 

however, fang ziqian was not paying attention to her. bai shixun did not have the time to gloat over mu 

yichen’s misfortune either. 

the two of them furrowed their brows slightly as they looked at the dazed bai xinxin. 

bai shixun sighed. ” alright, let’s part ways here. qianqian and i have to hurry to the hospital to see 

grandpa. he must be worried sick. ” “also, xinxin needs to go home early. the psychiatrist said that she’ll 

feel safer in a familiar environment and will recover more easily.” 

mu yichen nodded and bade bai shixun and he jinsi farewell. he then held luo chenxi’s arm and got into 

the sports car that had been parked beside the plane since earlier. 

“drive faster, faster!” 

in the back seat, luo chenxi had an excited look on her face. she could barely sit still. 

thinking that she could finally see her daughter after such a long flight, she was so excited that she could 

not control herself. 

the man beside her, who was completely ignored by her, could not help but frown. he pressed on her 

shoulder and said, ” stupid woman, sit tight. it’s too dangerous. ” 

he frowned even more when he noticed that luo chenxi remained unmoved. he coughed loudly. 

” stupid woman, there’s something about tang tang … i think i should remind you. ” 



luo chenxi finally snapped back to her senses when she heard the little dumpling’s name. she turned 

around and asked, ” “what is it?” 

Chapter 1269: chapter 1273-bad premonition 

  

mu yichen’s expression was solemn as he spoke in a low voice, ” you should know that tang tang was 

abused by luo chenxin when she was a child and had a mental illness. as long as her mother was 

mentioned, she would recall the painful memories. although her relationship with you is different, and 

her illness hasn’t acted up recently, no one can guarantee that no accidents will happen.” 

his words were akin to a bucket of cold water being poured over luo chenxi’s head. 

her excited mood cooled down a little. 

“you’re right … i didn’t think it through,” luo chenxi’s expression turned solemn as well. 

upon seeing that, mu yichen tightened his arms and hugged her a little tighter. ” but you don’t have to 

worry too much. tang tang likes you. she’s already regarded you as her mother in her heart since a long 

time ago. perhaps, she’ll be fine once she hears that you’re her biological mother! ” 

“how can it be that simple?” it was apparent that luo chenxi was not that optimistic. 

she thought for a moment. ” let’s call her psychiatrist, dr. hu, and see how we should deal with this. ” 

the call went through very quickly. 

dr. hu immediately expressed that he would rush to the mu family’s villa. 

the two of them heaved a sigh of relief. 

not long after, the sports car stopped in front of the mu family’s villa. 

luo chenxi’s heartbeat accelerated once again. 
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she would be able to see the little dumpling that she had given birth to after all her hardships and risking 

her life! 

this was flesh that fell from her body! 

luo chenxi opened the car door and ran to the villa immediately. 

“hey, stupid woman, slow down …” he said. 

mu yichen wanted to pull her but he could not. he could only get out of the car quickly and chase after 

her. 

“tangtang, tangtang! i’m back with your father. did you miss us?” 

luo chenxi and mu yichen pushed the door open. they had yet to enter the room when they called out to 

each other. 



she thought that she would see the little dumpling’s soft figure rushing over, but after waiting for a long 

time, she didn’t hear the familiar footsteps. 

tan yueru and mu weiwei were the only ones left in the living room. they were sitting on the sofa and 

staring at them in a daze. 

after a few seconds, the two of them came back to their senses and revealed a surprised smile on their 

faces. 

“my daughter-in-law, you’re finally back! i’ve really missed you so much! these days, our mu family’s 

farm has sent the freshest fruits here. i thought you would like to eat them, but i didn’t know when you 

would come back …” 

tan yueru stood up immediately and walked toward them. she grabbed luo chenxi’s hand and pulled her 

toward the living room. 

mu yichen was left standing alone at the door. he was completely ignored by his mother. 

mu weiwei also came closer with a surprised look on her face. ” sister-in-law, you’re finally back! i’m 

going to the university in country m the day after tomorrow, and i was worried that i wouldn’t be able to 

see you before i leave!” 

the two of them surrounded luo chenxi in the middle, one on her left and one on her right. 

luo chenxi was anxious to see the little dumpling, but she could not show her impatience when tan 

yueru and mu weiwei were so enthusiastic. she had no choice but to chat with them. 

mu yichen looked left and right but did not see the little dumpling. a bad premonition suddenly emerged 

in his heart. he could not help but walk over in large strides. he wrapped his arm around luo chenxi’s 

slim waist and snatched her away from his mother and younger sister’s hands. 

at the same time, he asked,”mom, what happened?” where’s tang tang?” 

tan yueru only noticed her son behind her when she heard his question. she gave him a look. ” oh … 

yichen, you’re back too? ” i think your dad said that there’s something for you to deal with at the 

company. you should go and take a look.” 

Chapter 1270: little son-in-law, it’s very scary to have a jealous daughter who’s obsessed with her 

father! 

  

mu yichen almost choked with anger upon hearing that. 

‘his mother’s tone … her attitude … it’s too different from the way she treats luo chenxi!’ 

he almost thought that the stupid woman was his mother’s biological daughter and that he was just a 

gift for her! 

however, he couldn’t care about this now. he didn’t see the little furball, which made him more and 

more uneasy. 



he could not help but ask again,”mom?” where did tang tang go? isn’t today saturday? you don’t need 

to go to kindergarten, do you?” 

“oh, you’re talking about tang tang …” 

tan yueru glanced at him and said casually, ” “tingyuan came here once yesterday and brought tang tang 

to the bo family to play. she hasn’t returned yet. he told us to let tang tang stay in the bo family’s house 

for two days and send her back tomorrow. since you’re not at home, tang tang doesn’t have anyone to 

play with her. it’s a good time to go to the bo family’s house to play.” 

mu yichen’s face turned green on the spot when he heard that.”what? mom, you actually let tang tang 

go to the bo family’s house to play and even let her spend the night there!” 

tan yueru sensed something wrong in his tone and turned to look at him in surprise. ” what’s wrong? ” 

wasn’t it just going to the bo family’s house to play for two days? shaoxuan has stayed at our house 

before? tingyuan is your brother, what are you worried about? tang tang must be doing very well in his 

house. besides, shaoxuan is very good at taking care of people and he plays well with tang tang …” 

upon hearing tan yueru’s explanation, mu yichen’s expression turned even uglier. 

he was worried about bo shaoxuan, this brat! 

this kid usually pretended to be well-behaved and polite, but he knew very well that this kid had no 

good intentions. he was clearly trying to abduct his little princess! 
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she took his daughter away when he was not at home. 

however, his little dumpling was so innocent. once she saw that bo shaoxuan was good-looking, she 

would stick to him every day. 

this bad habit of being obsessed with looks was definitely inherited from this stupid woman. 

but why didn’t she inherit this stupid woman’s good taste? 

mu yichen’s heart felt extremely stifled. he grabbed luo chenxi’s wrist and pulled her out of the room. ” 

stupid woman, aren’t you in a hurry to see tang tang? let’s go to the bo family and bring her back!” 

“hey, wait … mu yichen, slow down. what’s the rush …” 

his footsteps were fast and hurried. in addition to his height and long legs, luo chenxi almost could not 

keep up with him. she could only jog to catch up with him. 

she raised her head cautiously and looked at mu yichen’s side profile. when she saw his ashen face, she 

silently lit a candle for bo shaoxuan in her heart. 

little son-in-law, ah, a jealous daughter-crazy father is very scary! 

hurry up and find a place to hide! 

mu yichen drove the car personally. he sped all the way to the bo family’s villa. 



the servants of the bo family all knew him, so they didn’t stop him from entering. 

as soon as they entered the hall, the butler came up to them. ” young master mu, mrs. mu, our young 

master is having a video conference in the study room. why don’t you take a seat and wait … ” 

“i’m not looking for him, i’m looking for my daughter! where was she? are you with bo shaoxuan?” 

the butler was shocked by his murderous look and coughed twice. ” ahem, that … miss mu is playing 

with the young master on the second floor. i’ll take you there … ” 

mu yichen’s handsome face was tense. he held luo chenxi’s hand with one hand and walked toward the 

children’s room in large strides. 

the door was left ajar. as soon as the two of them reached the door, they heard the little dumpling’s soft 

and childish voice coming from inside. 

” brother shaoxuan, don’t be unhappy. smile!… ” why don’t i give you a kiss so you won’t be unhappy?” 

 


